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Pennsylvania Ballet’s Second Company Brings The Jungle Book to The Prince Theater
The entire family will enjoy this original production while having the option to attend a sensory friendly
performance.
Philadelphia, PA (January 20, 2017) – Pennsylvania Ballet II (PBII) will take families on a magical journey
in their upcoming performances of The Jungle Book at The Prince Theater on Saturday, February 25th
with a sensory friendly performance and on Sunday, February 26th. Based on Rudyard Kipling’s collection
of stories from 1894, The Jungle Book uses dancers to portray animals in order to teach moral lessons
and tell their quirky tales. Musicians from The Curtis Institute of Music will provide live musical
accompaniment to serve as the backdrop for this family-friendly production.
“By creating an original Jungle Book we were able to bring an age-old story to life to be enjoyed by
audiences of all ages,” said PBII Ballet Master Eddy Tovar. “This performance serves as an opportunity
for children to experience ballet first-hand through a story they know and love.”
In 2015, Pennsylvania Ballet II, in partnership with The Curtis Institute of Music, brought together a
unique group of talented Philadelphia artists to recreate this childhood classic. Choreographer Colby
Damon collaborated with Curtis Institute graduate John B. Hedges to bring his choreography to life
through an original composition. Costume designer Rebecca Kanach and set designer Sebastienne
Mundheim provided costumes and sets that transported audiences into the story.
“They are all amazing artists that have used their talents to create magic on stage,” said Pennsylvania
Ballet Artistic Director Angel Corella. “The audience is able to experience this captivating story not only
through dancing and narration, but also through the sets and costumes which evolve with the
characters and story.”
After a well-received debut at The Curtis Institute of Music in February 2016, Pennsylvania Ballet II has
since performed Jungle Book throughout the Philadelphia region including Upper Darby Performing Arts
Center, Cherry Hill West High School in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, and the Ware Center in Lancaster. This
year marks the first time The Jungle Book will be performed on the main stage at the Prince Theater and
the first time Pennsylvania Ballet II will perform a sensory-friendly performance of The Jungle Book.

Sensory Friendly Performance
Pennsylvania Ballet is proud to continue a partnership with Art-Reach, to provide a relaxed, sensory
friendly production of The Jungle Book on Saturday, February 25 at 11:00a.m., at the Prince Theater.
This production will be welcoming and inclusive of children and families with a wide range of sensory,
learning, and communication differences including those on the autism spectrum. Individuals will be
given space to move around, should feel comfortable verbalizing during the performance, and will be
provided cool down areas to decompress with assistance from trained professionals. Especially
important is that the house lights will not go completely dark during the performance, resulting in a
welcoming and relaxed atmosphere for all. Prior to the performance, families will be given Program and
Facility Guide Books which outline the story of The Jungle Book with visual images and the layout of the
Prince Theater.

Performance Information:
- Sensory Friendly Performance: Saturday, February 25, 2017, 11:00 AM, The Prince Theater
- The Jungle Book Performance: Sunday, February 26, 2017, 3:00 PM, The Prince Theater
Tickets for the February 25 and February 26 performances are available online at paballet.org/junglebook or by phone at 215.893.1999.
The Jungle Book is presented by Cigna.
Spanish Narration Dress Rehearsal
Pennsylvania Ballet II has invited a variety of Spanish speaking schools in the Philadelphia region to
experience a dress rehearsal of The Jungle Book with Spanish narration from Pennsylvania Ballet
Company Member Ana Calderon. The dress rehearsal will take place at the Prince Theater on Friday,
February 24 by invitation only.

About Pennsylvania Ballet II (PBII)
Pennsylvania Ballet II is a company of pre-professional dancers who have completed their ballet training
and are ready to receive intense daily instruction from the Pennsylvania Ballet artistic staff, as well as
rehearse with and perform in Pennsylvania Ballet’s larger productions.
###
Downloadable performance images can be found here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/up6z6rnxspkuk32/AACZdvMRqkgxABRKzvwsUjUka?dl=0
Link to YouTube channel with performance videos:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWKsPQ8El4ZtjTDjKqLDd4dmmz9vTSNQg

